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COMPILATION OF THE AVAILABLE INFORMATION
ON ET RACES VISITING THE EARTH
AND THEIR PURPOSES

Source: UMMO

1. INTRODUCTION
This report presents, in a summarized way, everything we know at this time, with
great reliability, about the current presence of extraterrestrials on our planet. The data
provided essentially come from the information provided by the Ummites1 through various
channels, some of them being very recent. Such channels are:
a. The letters received between 2011 and 2014 by a Spanish-French group (called "GR1
letters").
b. Electronic messages sent from 4 accounts via the Twitter network. Three of them were
closed down a long time ago. Only @oyagaaayuyisaa – formerly @oyagaa_ayuyisaa –
remains active as of the time of writing these lines.
c. To a lesser extent, some old letters from the period 1966-2009, including the so-called
"French letters" (2003-2009), which authenticity has finally been credited along with (a)
and (b).
What follows is a synopsis of all available information. Such information was not
provided in the relatively structured and orderly manner in which it is presented here; on
the contrary, it is the result of putting together many scattered pieces of a great puzzle that
is still incomplete, but advanced enough to give a meaningful idea of what is happening.
For the sake of clarity and in order to avoid continuous interruptions, we do not cite,
in the following summary (FACTS), the specific references of the quoted phrases, which are
deferred to the SOURCES section, at the end of the document.
It should also be noted that many of the Ummite (and non-Ummite) phrases that we
will quote as literal in the FACTS section, were actually written in languages other than English
(namely, French or Spanish). Again, we do not bother to indicate the original language each
1

We will use this denomination because it is familiar “to the public”, even if – not surprisingly – they say they
prefer to be called ooman/ oomoman/ oommoan (in French, oummains; in Spanish, ummanos).
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time. The reader, can find all the texts in their original language – whether English, French or
Spanish – in the SOURCES section.
It should be clarified that much of the following information has been provided
directly and explicitly, but there are also some rather deductive statements, resulting from
combining diverse data - sometimes separated in time and/or revealed in apparently
unrelated ways - provided by the Ummites. Even in these cases, we believe that our
conclusions can be considered reliable, as they are logically deduced from the original
information with very little room for discussion.
Finally, we will also hazard some conjectures of ours that we consider rather
reasonable and likely, but in any case, whenever we mention them in the exposition, we will
make their hypothetical character perfectly clear by stressing them with a dotted underline,
in order to avoid misunderstandings
Phrases or words literally reproduced from an Ummite source will always be written,
in the following section, inside quotation marks, in italics, and in dark blue color.
Ocassionally, in the literal quotations reproduced (fully or partially) in this section, we
sometimes chose to highlight some words or phrases using bold font. It is understood that
the emphasis is always added by us, unless indicated otherwise expressly.

4

"We wish to develop with you, for centuries to come,
bonds of fraternity fostered by our mutual
similarities"

(Tweet from @oomo_toa of 18-2-2016, in response to a question as to why they care about
our fate).
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2. FACTS
1

NUMBER OF KNOWN CIVILIZATIONS

The Ummites know 74 planetary civilizations, and have verified the existence of another
(unidentified) 3. Presumably, these 3 unidentified civilizations are of a higher or much higher
scientific-technological level than the Ummites themselves. (At least one of them certainly
is; see Section 11 below).
Of these 74 + 3 civilizations, 31 have access to interstellar travel (almost certainly, only
intragalactic).
Of these 31 civilizations, at least 23 have traveled to the Earth.
Of these 23 civilizations, 18 have done so frequently (it is understood that they continue to
do so).

2

UNFRIENDLY CIVILIZATIONS

Most of the visiting civilizations are benevolent and limited fundamentally to observing,
faithful to a universal ethic that determines non-interference. They do not intervene,
therefore, or intervene in a limited way. However, there are exceptions. Of the 23 visiting
civilizations – almost surely, of the 18 frequent visitors – 3 are "amoral" and "without
scruples", and 1 is directly "hostile".
NOTE: The wording of the list of civilizations in the original tweet (dated 11-12-2014)
was unclear as to whether the hostile civilization was one of the three amoral
civilizations or whether it was a fourth, distinct civilization. Subsequent information
from U on this subject has established that the hostile civilization is in fact one of
those three so-called amoral civilizations, so that from tnow on we will always speak,
as has become customary, of the hostile civilization and of the two amoral
civilizations. (See the list of civilizations in Subsection 1 of SOURCES).

3

THE "HOSTILE" CIVILIZATION

The "hostile" civilization, of an unspecified age but within the range of 5-6 million years (the
terrestrial civilization is about 4 million years old, and the ummite about 9 million),... "wishes
to extend its colonies to OYAGAA [the Earth] not hesitating in forcing you into submission".
The Ummites then state categorically: "We will not allow it", and indicate that for this
purpose they count on the collaboration of other civilizations (probably two) that share their
same ethical principles. The hostile civilization is subject to a policy of ostracism and strict
rules have been imposed on them, non-compliance with which involves coercive measures.
The hostile civilization prevents its already subjugated civilizations from traveling across the
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space. The Ummites do not come close to those already colonized planets to avoid "a
conflict".

4

INTERVENTIONS AGAINST AGGRESSIVE CIVILIZATIONS

When a follower asks why the most advanced civilizations (implicitly referring to the 3
unidentified ones, and assuming they are ethical) do not intervene to prevent the plans of
the amoral and the hostile ones, the answer is that they do intervene, and a concrete
example is cited: the "dematerialization" of an "enormous" "undesired" ship over the city of
Maruá, Cameroon, on May 30, 1988. After reading this information, a twitter follower found
a piece of news about a strange "meteorological" phenomenon recorded at the date and
place cited:

L'EST RÉPUBLICAIN – Sunday, June 5th, 1988 - (page 133) [Translated from French]

Cameroonian Nightmare
A sudden night fell on Maroua and the northern city of Cameroon on monday
afternoon for about ten minutes.
The phenomenon occurred at 3:45 p.m., when the sun was at the Zenith and it was
very hot.
Suddenly, a thick ochre coat spread over the city, while a wind [the Harmattan] of
rare violence blew, tore trees and lifted mounds of sand.
As this cloud covered the city, the population locked themselves in fear in the
houses and lit the lamps. Public lighting had to be turned on along the city's
arteries.
Ten minutes later, the night disappeared and gave way to a torrential rainfall that
reached the capital Yaoundé.
A similar phenomenon had already occurred in Maroua in 1986, under similar
conditions and at the same time of day. Strange, strange, strange.

We consider it more feasible that the spaceship in question belonged to the hostile
civilization rather than to the amoral civilizations, for the reasons set out below.

7

5

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN "AMORAL" AND "HOSTILE" CIVILIZATIONS

The "amoral" civilizations play a more sibiline and dangerous role, since, unlike the
aggressive, "hostile" civilization, which has been fully neutralized, as indicated in 3 , the
amoral races carry out their plans in a way that, apparently, the Ummites and other similar
civilizations cannot openly confront by force (and this is the reason that leads us to think
that the dematerialized spaceship would belong, in any case, to the hostile civilization).
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OBJECTIVES OF THE AMORAL CIVILIZATIONS

The two "amoral" civilizations are devoted to extending their "territories of influence by
dominating other peoples", not through invasion and colonization, like the hostile
civilization, but through "fear and flattery", taking advantage of the weaknesses of the
coveted planets and signing pacts with them that, ultimately, leave them in a situation of
subjugation. The term used by the Ummites to describe the sad situation in which the
deceived civilizations are trapped is "under control". These dominated civilizations, once
they have the space travel technology (probably provided by the corresponding amoral
civilization, within the framework of the signed pacts), can carry out such expeditions –
contrary to the colonies of the hostile civilization – but always under the supervision/control
(we do not know to what degree) of the race to which they are subservient.
One of the two amoral civilizations (let us call it AM1) has an age in the range 4-5 million
years; that is to say, in the same range as the Earth, although its technological superiority
makes us suppose that it is older. AM1 has semi-colonized (so to speak) 6 planets in total, 4
of which are in the range 3-4 My (million years), 1 is in the range 4-5 My, like the Earth and
AM1 itself, and 1 is in the range 5-6 My – that is, this planet is older than its colonizers. (For
this reason, it seems that it is really not possible to universally associate age to technological
superiority – as, in fact, we have assumed above –, even less if the difference is "just" 1
million years or less).
The other civilization, AM2, has an age in the range 7-8 M-years and has 5 planets under
control, 4 in the range 3-4 My and 1 in the range 5-6 My. We notice that the Ummite
civilization is older than the hostile one (at least 3 My) and than the amoral ones (at least 3
My and 1 My, respectively).
The following is said of these two amoral races:
"They're not hostile, but they want an exclusive bilateral alliance with you. In return,
they offer miraculous solutions to your misfortunes.”
"Any alliance would be detrimental in the long term to your evolution plan as
OEMMII [human beings].”
"Your elites erroneously imagine that they will have priority when it comes to
benefiting from the agreements with which their visitors seduce them.”
(Regarding the last statement, Section 14 explains its relation to the "Crop Circles".)
8

In response to the question "Broadly speaking, what would the socio-economic model
proposed [by the amoral civilizations] be?”, the Ummites answer in a short tweet:
"1 - Abundance = territories in exchange for technology.”
"2 - Restriction = services by technologies".
Finally, the lapidary phrase accompanying a comparative table of civilizations requires no
further comment:
"To avoid domination, do not sign any pact."
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THE MILITARY-INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX AND THE AMORAL ONES OR... "REPTILIANS"

The Ummites attempted an official rapprochement with US authorities (official or de facto)
many decades ago. Their proposals were rejected (more details in Section 12). On the
contrary, "unofficial" (and certainly concealed) relations "subsist" to date “within
plurinational military organizations, such as NATO" with "unscrupulous" visitors. These
beings are "erroneously" referred to as "reptilians" (presumably the name was given to
them by their first Earth interlocutors). The denomination is due to the aspect of these ETs:
"palid-white skin", with "ophidian skin appearance", and also endowed with a "whistling
language". Thus, beyond their aspect, it is deduced that these beings are not reptiles at all:
they are mammals indeed – just as, according to the Ummites, it is determined by the
universal cosmobiological laws concerning hominization. In fact, in the letters received by
the aforementioned Spanish-French group (prior to the tweets), references to reptilians are
enclosed in quotation marks, and this expression is noteworthy:
"There will follow a report on exogenous ethnicities related to what you call
'reptilians'."
Everything seems to indicate that the "reptilians" are, therefore, the 2 amoral civilizations,
and the term "reptilian" is really a nickname.

8

THE “GREYS”

It has been clearly established (see SOURCES) that the anatomy of at least one of the 2 amoral
races corresponds to the typical appearance of small "grays" (there seem to be grays of
various types and sizes). Therefore, it could be deduced that, even if their initial Earth
interlocutors baptized them as "reptilians", the ufological research ended up calling them
"greys". Presumably the grey colour is rather pale ("pale-white skin").
We believe that these greys are AM1, after the following considerations:
-

AM1 is a rather more recent civilisation than AM2 (Section 6 ), so its technology is
likely to be more primitive.
The technology of these grey amoral beings is, in effect, "rudimentary", according to
a text we reproduce later on, in 10 . (To be sure, we admit that the text by itself does
9

-

not unequivocally identify the beings it mentions, but the reference to the “small
height" and the temporal context – late 1940s – points to Roswell type beings).
It is not surprising that a technology described as "rudimentary" leads to accidents,
such as Roswell's.
In short, the thesis "small grey beings/Roswell/relatively primitive technology/AM1",
although including some conjectures, is at least self-consistent.

The Ummites have not given any information about the appearance of AM2. In contrast to
AM1, whose typology is already "strongly impressed on the terrestrial Collective
Unconscious", all we have been told about AM2 beings is that they are "more obscure" (it is
understood that in a metaphorical sense: more unknown -for us-; they have gone more
unnoticed).
The table in Figure f0, provided by the Ummites (here only slightly modified for the sake of
clarity; the original is displayed in Figure f5, in SOURCES), schematizes the planetary human
races known to the Ummites.
Each rectangle represents a civilization. We've added an E to indicate where the Earth is, and
a U for Ummo. We see that, in the age range of 4 to 5 million years, is the Earth along with
four other civilizations (known by the Ummites). Ummo is in the 9-10 million year segment,
along with another civilization. Civilizations in turquoise blue (U, for example) have access to
intragalactic travel and are free.
The red rectangle identifies the hostile civilization which, had it not for the fortunate
presence of the Ummites and two other civilizations2, would have colonized the Earth by
force, as they have already done with a number of technologically inferior civilizations, to
which they maintain in "servitude". Their colonies, in indeterminate number, are some of the
unfortunate planets represented with black rectangles in the left zone of the picture. The
color black indicates that the civilization does not engage in interstellar travel 3, either
because of its limited scientific-technological development (like the Earth itself), or because
it is a colony of the hostile civilization.

2

These two allied civilizations are not specified in the table, but they must undoubtedly be two of the
turquoise blue rectangles.
3

The most advanced civilization (33 million years, at the far right of the table) appears in black because it no
longer wishes to travel "physically" – perhaps they continue their explorations through unmanned automatic
ships.
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f0
Planetary civilizations identified by the Ummites. Explanation in the text

The amoral civilizations AM1 and AM2 are represented in the picture by a purple rectangle
(AM1) and a light brown rectangle (AM2), with a red dot ● above in both cases. These two
planets with red dot are therefore the "nests" from which the respective "swarms" have
departed, which have been colonized 11 other planets in total, each of which is shown in the
scheme with a purple or brown colour, depending on the civilisation that has dominated it.
The 11 semi-colonized autochthonous civilizations can travel through space thanks to the
technology "graciously" provided by their "partners", but under their dominance. The
autochthonous civilizations will always be subordinate to them. It is the common goal of
both amoral civilizations that the Earth should enlarge their list of submitted planets, by
means of the cunning methods described in the previous sections.
It is by no means irrelevant to say that all this information was provided as a result of a
comment of a Twitter follower4 who, after seeing the list of civilizations, asked: "Of all these
civilizations, are we the most miserable? " The answer couldn't be more forceful:
4

This reference is found in section 5 and 6 of SOURCES.
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"You are NOT the most miserable. For you are still FREE to evolve on your own.
Traveling under dominion is not being free."

9

ESCHATOLOGY OF AMORAL CIVILIZATIONS

In view of the astonishment caused by the assertion that some very ancient, technologically
advanced civilizations ignore the scientific foundations of Morality, the Ummites explain that
these amoral races "know BB" (the Collective Soul, specific to each planet), but "deny the
existence of B [the individual soul] and WOA [God]". Of these beings they say that "they act
like ants" and that "from their youth, they are educated so they will hide their feelings".
All this seems to indicate that amoral civilizations have a very strong gregarious character, in
the worst sense of the term; individuality is practically annulled (they do not believe in the
individual soul) and, probably, freedom is too. It would also seem that its expansionist policy
is facilitated by the lack of consideration for other civilizations, who naturally do not share
their BB. By denying the existence of WOA, they probably dismiss any universal moral
precept regarding proper behavior with other civilizations, and, in any case, their
"impersonal" mentality very possibly disdains the individual consequences: the particular
fate of an ant has no relevance compared to the global fate of the colony, which is the only
important concept, everything in in the anthill being subordinated to it. With such a
philosophy, it is hardly surprising that these civilizations have "morally repugnant plans" for
the future of the Earth, as indicated in an Ummite letter from 2012.
As if it wasn't enough with the disturbing clues given about the ("morally repugnant")
intentions of these two civilizations toward our human civilization on Earth, one of the latest
tweets received on the subject makes the previous assertion "Any alliance would be
detrimental in the long term to the plan of your evolution as OEMMII" look almost a delicate
euphemism. Asked by a follower, "Can you delve deeper into the differences between the
two amoral races? Which is the most dangerous?  Role of each in the 'NWO [‘New World
Order’] contract'", the reply of the Ummites is breathtaking:
“Both would alike turn your descendants into unemotional healthy bodies, mere
AAGAOEMII [domesticated men], legally hired by godlike masters for futile rewards.”

10

FREEDOM OF ACTION FOR AMORAL CIVILIZATIONS

It is not clear why amoral civilizations do not directly use their technological superiority to
forcefully dominate other civilizations (such as ours). It could be because their purposes do
not require it, and even discourage it. But, without ruling out this hypothesis, it seems very
probable that, additionally, an openly aggressive behavior – similar to that of the hostile
civilization – would not be tolerated by the most advanced and ethical civilizations (such as
the Ummite) that also visit the Earth. The Ummites have said, specifically:
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"We cannot act effectively against this undesirable intrusion into your social network.
Any repressive act against them would have serious consequences. These OEMMII
have a legitimate credit for interacting with your military instances. They do not
cause you direct harm in the strict sense of that term. They are not the mentioned
hostile people."
The disturbing conclusion from this answer, as well as from other data to be presented later,
seems to be that, if we the people of the Earth let ourselves be deceived, nobody else
(including the Ummites) will be able to prevent us from signing our suicide. The problem, of
course, is who has the legitimacy to reach agreements on behalf of all Humanity. Further on
we will complete the information available on this subject.
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ROSWELL?

In spite of what was said in 10, there are signs that the action of the amoral humanities could
have been impeded by the friendly civilizations that visit us, had they intervened in time. In a
2003 French letter, the Ummites explained:
«We have the authorization to enter your social network since 1948. Previously all
permission to visit your solar system had been denied to us. We didn't even know you
existed. (…)
»Recently, however, there had been violations of this ban by other visitors from a
solar system that we did not know about.
»These small-sized OEMMI had rudimentary but unconventional technologies that
surprised the brothers who regularly watch your planet. The latter did not have
time to contact them to dissuade them from interacting. Your governments were
thus accidentally aware of the presence of these visitors and their technology,
advanced from your point of view. This situation unwanted by us needed a rupture of
the strict non-interference policy that was in place for your planet. (…)
"(...) there is a tacit pact of non-interference between the different OEMMII travellers
who visit other stars inhabited by life forms more evolved than simple multicellular
organisms. (...) The only common sense sanction we would apply to OEMMII who
violate this tacit agreement would be a total refusal to cooperate with them and the
implementation of specific, possibly coercive, means to counter their actions. There
would be no destructive punitive sanction against these visiting OEMMII, except in the
case of a manifest willingness to do harm, which as far as we know has not occurred
strictly on Earth. In that case the OEMMII group that was most at hand to intervene
would be free to do so provided they could justify this act of legitimate assistance to
the other OEMMII brothers in the galaxy. (…)
"(...) There is thus a race of OEMMII whose technology is beyond our
comprehension5 and who seems to watch the different planets by probing the
5

See the Maroua incident cited in Section 4 of FACTS.
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OUEWA [ships] that enter them. We can affirm that some OUEWA have been
deliberately dematerialized within your atmosphere by what we have interpreted as
an OAWOLEIIDAA [change of spacetime frame, or loosely speaking, “jump to another
universe”] provoked in an exogenous way to those ships, and we suppose, by those
OEMMII of advanced technology."
Are they talking about the Roswell case (1947) in the second paragraph of this quote?
Further (cryptic) allusions to Roswell and to the policy of interference are presented in
Section 14 .
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EISENHOWER... "AREA 51"? WILLIAM COOPER

Disclosure advocates are acquainted with a bunch of stories that have been circulating for
decades about alleged relations between the US government (or those who control it) and
one or more extraterrestrial races. In the jumble of more or less fantastic or baroque
theories, there are some common elements that appear repeatedly... Some of these data
have been confirmed by the Ummites, by delivering a partially, but not substantially,
modified fragment of a text written by the researcher William “Bill” Cooper.6

-

In 1954, the race of grey aliens (presumably, AM1) landed "for the second time" at
the Holloman Air Force base. These beings said they came from a dying planet on
which they could not continue to live from some point in the future. “Preliminary
agreements” were signed with them. (Did the trade-offs include providing facilities
in Area 51 and elsewhere? All questions about specific details of the "agreements"
have been dodged by the Ummites.)

-

A “humanoid-looking” race also came into contact with the U.S. Government to alert
them about the danger of the "greys". They offered to help Humanity, demanding as
a major condition the prior destruction of all nuclear weapons, and warning that his
contribution would be in the field of spiritual progress and the way out of selfannihilation, refusing to offer new technology to Earthlings who were not even able
to use sanely the one they already had, and who would use any contribution for the
worst purposes. The proposal was met with suspicion. Fearing that such "unilateral"
disarmament would leave them militarily defenceless, the interlocutors rejected
the agreement.
Let us compare the outcome of the events narrated in the preceding paragraph with
the statements in a tweet previously published by the Ummites:

6

“A father, a husband, ex-military, a radio talk show host, he once predicted 9/11 just a few months before the
disaster, he said: ‘Obama bin Laden would be the PATSY for the attacks of 9/11.’ On November the 5th 2001,
William Cooper was killed.”
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"Your major military powers know perfectly well our presence as well as our
intentions. An official approach was attempted, several decades ago now. The
exclusively military objectives of your leaders made it quickly expire.
Therefore, the mysterious expression "exclusively military objectives" of the tweet
would now be clarified in light of the events confirmed by the Ummites. It might also
be the case that the “humanoid-looking” aliens who warned the U.S. Government
about the danger of the ‘Greys’, were the Ummites themselves. For more
information, see SOURCES.
It is true that President Eisenhower held a secret meeting with extraterrestrial beings
in 1954, while on holiday in Palm Springs. However, the wording of the text does not
make it clear whether they were the “humanoid-looking” ones (maybe the Ummites
themselves, as said) or, on the contrary, the meeting was held with the toxic Grey
Aliens. (See SOURCES.)
13

MEN IN BLACK AND CATTLE MUTILATIONS. 1966

Men in Black (MIB) are not a myth: they do exist. According to the Ummites, they are the
"representatives of one of the races that interfere with your military authorities". The word
"representatives" is open to various interpretations. They could be beings of the said race (in
the case of AM1, this is discarded because of their physical appearance of "grays"),
Earthlings that effectively represent them (which is unlikely despite the more or less
"normal" aspect of the MIB, given the strange physical and behavioral peculiarities often
attributed to them), AM2 beings (if they are sufficiently similar to humans), or beings from
any of the races "supervised" by either AM1 or AM2, chosen for their reasonable
resemblance to Earth humans.
Cattle mutilations are also real and are carried out by "extraterrestrials, with the help of
military forces". (These episodes have occasionally been associated with the presence of
helicopters and/or uniformed personnel without badges or insignia.) Although the Ummites
did not answer the question as to the purpose of such activities, the existence of
genetic/biological experiments could be conjectured.
When asked whether the Ummites stationed on our planet would be at physical risk if they
were to confront individuals from amoral/hostile ET races, the answer was:
"Yes, in regard to the races (2) that interfere with your military powers.”
That is, the amoral races.
Responding to another question from a follower surprised, by all logic, at the possibility that
someone might have reached formal agreements with unknown "aliens" – who do not even
exist legally –, the Ummites are succinct and blunt:
"Armies can hire private contractors for security or technological matters. Licit
contracts exist, since 1966.”
15

14

CROP CIRCLES, AGREEMENTS AND WARNINGS

Already in a French letter of 2003, the Ummites clarified the origin of crop circles:
"You people are amazed at the crop circles that appear spontaneously in your fields. A large
number of your brothers really believe that phonies provided with simple wooden boards
could be at their origin. When will this naivety cease? Yes, these signs are mostly traced by
OEMMII travelers foreign to your planet. We don't make them ourselves but we know the
OEMMII race that produces them. The morality of these OEMMII is high and we do not
condemn their actions. Their aim (...) is to provoke a progressive awareness of the
extraterrestrial reality through a legitimate questioning of the origin of these signs".
As it happens, just a year earlier, in 2002, a truly unique crop circle had appeared in
Crabwood, near the English city of Winchester and Chibolton. It represented an 'alien' type
face next to a disc with a series of points arranged in a spiral, as is the case of a CD or
compact disc. This series of dots turned out to be the ASCII coding of the following text
written in English:
"Beware of Bearers of False Gifts .....
and of their Broken Promises .....
Much Pain but still Time .....
-BELIEVEThere is good out there .....
We Oppose Deception .....
Conduit Closing .....
(bell sound)”

In November 2015, a twitter follower asks the following question:
"In response to a first series of questions [of himself], you replied: 'Your elites mistakenly
imagine that they will have priority in benefiting from the agreements with which their
visitors seduce them' [see Section 6]. Your response converges with the warning we received
through Chibolton's crop circle in 2001: 'Beware of bearers of false gifts and their broken
promises'. Do you confirm that this is about denouncing the actions of the same ET
species(s) in relation to military Earth powers?"
The answer of the Ummites:
"Yes."
To the question, " How to avoid a pact signed in our name?":
"CHARTER OF THE UNITED NATIONS. CHAPTER 1. ARTICLE 1§2. Invoke: threat to selfdetermination."
The Ummites have given some more details on the worrying possibility of signing
agreements:
16

"No formal agreement with an institution not representative of the OYAGAA nations
would be considered valid".
"A formal agreement would require consensus of:
AR AU BR CA CN CO EG ET FR GB IN IQ IR MX PE PH PL RU SA TR UA US VE ZA"
Given the strangeness produced by the apparent arbitrariness of the list of countries, they
explain:
"Major founding countries of the United Nations in 1945.
List of nations deemed representative in 1954.
List confirmed and fixed at 1967".
List confirmed and fixed... by whom? No answer.
What the Ummites make quite clear is the fact that the amoral races, in order to facilitate
the signing of that formal agreement, wish, or don't care about, a socio-economic collapse
of the planet Earth that will lead to the disappearance of nations in favor of a New World
Order (NWM) controlled by members of the “Elite”. These elite psychopaths are the very
ones preparing the looming collapse after pushing, for decades, the well-known planetary
"globalization" process that, by now, has already increased outrageously the power of
multinational corporations and the financial elite over countries and government,
perpetrating step-by-step a true planetary coup d'état:
To the question: "What participation / responsibility does the amoral race dealing with our
lobbies of power have, in the economic collapse?", the answer is:
"Indirectly, they [the lobbies] are urged to find an agreement uniting all countries
under a same notorious new world order.”
To conclude this section, the following exchange is worth noting:

Question
"Are you still trying to get in touch with certain representatives of the Earth? Who, for
example? What reception do they have?".
Ummo:
"The main instances already know our conditions. Hampered by their own inertia, the
majority of them reject them."
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ADVERSE CONSEQUENCES FOR AMORAL/HOSTILE RACES

In their first series of tweets, before disturbing precisions about unfriendly civilizations
began to appear, the Ummites provided general information on the possibility that a BB
(Planetary Collective Soul) would take drastic measures against its own humanity if the paths
that the latter followed attacked the flow of life. We group sentences from two tweets:
"Viruses and their mutations are governed under the influence of BB. BB may also
favour certain conditions to increase or decrease the probability of occurrence of
phenomena governed by purely physical laws. BB does not act against Humanity. It
acts globally for Life. It opposes any factor that endangers the dynamic equilibrium
resulting from millions of years of evolution.”
" BB processes all the information available during this filter/conformation process.
This information enriches BB's general reactive mechanisms relating to the global
evolution of the environment. Thus, a soul impregnated with the strong entropic
charge of its destructive memories informs of the destructive potential of the entire
human race, contrary to BB's global action. Thus, an excessive entropic charge of the
soul to be re-conformed can therefore lead, by a threshold effect, to a compensatory
action of BB aimed at regulating this entropic potential. BB can then implement
regulatory mechanisms directly directed against OEMMII who globally affect the
homeostasis of the global ecosphere (…)”

Later on, the next exchange takes place:
Twitter follower:
"When an ET treats another OEMMI race badly, is their BB affected, taking into
account the rules in force in the cosmos?"
Ummo:
"BB is informed of their harmfulness. Just as with OEMMII cruel towards animals,
mammals and OEMMII from their own ecosystem."
In other words, BB "reproves" the immoral behavior of its humans, not only towards their
fellows, but towards any human beings from other planets. Another follower then argues:
"Don't the amoral races know this? They're supposed to know BB [see Section 9]. Not
in depth? What about the hostile race?"
The answer:
"They obviously do, suffering from genetic disorders and dying home planetary
ecosystems. But they can still make up for it technologically.”
This answer can only be described as astonishing. Amoral races suffer both genetic and
planetary degenerations as a consequence of their behavior toward other humanities, and
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seem to be aware of it, yet they persist in their attitude as they are able to compensate for
those effects (for now?)
Is there any relation between " dying home planetary ecosystems" and the "dying planet on
which they could not continue to live from some point in the future," mentioned in the
account reproduced in Section 12?
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DAVID ICKE, PAUL HELLYER, AND MARSHALL VIAN SUMMERS

Very succinctly, we will review some sources that – in fact, previously – have disclosed
information very similar, at least in certain aspects, to that provided by the Ummites in their
last series of letters and their tweets. This information has been explicitly validated by
them, at least substantially and/or partly.

 David Icke appears in the series of GR1 letters – to the astonishment of the addressees –
almost from the very beginning. It is revealed that Icke is an "OEMMI OUXI BIIAEII" (a new
expression), and he becomes, de facto, a kind of main narrative thread for the new and
transcendental revelations that, little by little, first in the letters and later in the tweets, will
be made in this new (and critical) contact phase. In short, David Icke is a sort of modern
"prophet" who receives far-reaching privileged information from BB about the state of our
humanity, even if not everything he receives is sufficiently clear and/or correctly interpreted.
We select some important mentions about him:

"[w]e beg you to read or listen to, on your XAANMOOAYUBAA [computer, internet],
your brother David Icke, who according to our verifications is an OEMMI OUXI
BIIAEII".
"You have (in general) despised the personality and behavior of DI. You have looked at
the finger pointing to the moon."
"It is true that DI has stuffed the matter with metaphors. There has been no
chromosomal hybridization between your leaders and the "reptilians" (who EXIST
and we called differently in past reports, in which we already added that they do not
deserve our respect in any way7 because they intend to organize the future of
OYAGAA in a morally repulsive way). [Here the typographical emphasis is on the
original text.] We, along with two foreign species who visit you, will only intervene in

7

Curiously, searching among the known previous letters, only one civilization is found which name is given and,
in addition, is openly criticized several times by the Ummites: that of "Saliano" (see Sources). The description of
the activities of "Saliano" in those days, as given in the old letters, however, seemed to undermine their
candidacy. BUT… the matter took a new twist with the last fleeting appearance of OAY's twitter account, with a
clear hint suggesting that, in effect, "Saliano" may well be the second amoral civilization – see
http://www.ummo-sciences.org/fr/W2-2018.htm, OAY-Like 45 and OAY-Like 46 (explanations in French).
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this crime against Humanity if your planet is at risk of extinction ("relatively low"
probability to date -16.77%-)".
"(...) Your brother DI, although of a special nature, is practically the same as all of you.
You should not therefore attribute to him a non-existent thaumaturgical perfection.
You must admit that he makes mistakes and he fabulates like the vast majority of
you. (...) Take what is ethical in the words of DI, and forget other fantasies or
lucubrations in which your brother engages with some frequency.

Much later, in response to a question about the nature of the OEMMI OUXI BIIAEII, the
Ummites finally give a short definition in a tweet:8

"OEMMI [person] suffering from supraliminal tuning on the NIA.OUXOO channel.9
Exacerbation of the BB instructions.
Raw Perception of the Social Network."
 Paul Hellyer, Canada's defence minister between 1963 and 1967, and almost 94 years old
at the time, surprised everyone in 2015 when he proclaimed the reality of secret pacts
between extraterrestrials and a sinister cabal of members of the ultra-elite that already
controls practically the planet and is about to do so completely. Hellyer is currently one of
many disclosure activists. When the Ummites were asked about Hellyer's bizarre statements
on a popular youtube video, the answer to their dismayed followers was crystal clear:

"We support your brother’s assertions who lightens his own guilt by awakening
many consciences."

 Marshall Vian Summers is a "contactee/channeler" who claims having spent thousands of
hours, since the 1980s, hearing in his head a neat and clear voice from beings who call
themselves "The Allies of Humanity", and allegedly are advanced ethical ETs concerned
about the fate of our humanity. The core issue around which Summers' messages revolve in
his extensive literary production (on the Internet and on paper book) is a set of dramatic and
repeated warnings from the "Allies" against the so-called "Intervention", which turn out to
be extraordinarily similar to those made by the Ummites regarding the amoral races. In fact,
the "spiritual" description of such toxic civilizations, and of their means and ends, could
8

Subsequently, the Ummites have indirectly, but quite obviously, satisfied the great curiosity of their followers
regarding the identity of some other character who also is or was an OEMMI OUXI BIIAEII: Joan of Arc.
9

With a somewhat different spelling, NIA.OUXOO is defined in an old letter as the channel that "transfers
information from B.B. to the OEMMII body".
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perfectly well be seen as a complementary report developing the sparse and limited
information provided by the Ummites:
“[T]hey do not consider you to be their equals. They do not value your religions, your
cultures or your customs. They see you primarily as one of the resources of the
world. As such, they seek to take advantage of you in all the ways that they can.”
“They view you much the same way that you view domesticated animals that you
use as a resource.”
 Compare with the Ummo tweet of October 2017:
“Both [amoral races] would alike turn your descendants into
unemotional healthy bodies, mere AAGAOEMII [domesticated men],
legally hired by godlike masters for futile rewards.”
“Do not deceive yourself in thinking that they are drawn to your spirituality because
they lack such things themselves. This would be a foolish and perhaps fatal
mistake.”
“All natural curiosity has been bred out of them and very little remains. There is, in
fact, very little of what you would call “Spirit” (…) They are controlled and controlling
and follow patterns of thinking and behavior that are firmly established and strictly
reinforced.”
 Compare with the Ummo tweet of December 2014:
"they act like ants"
“They might seem to empathize with your ideas, but it is only to gain your
allegiance.”
“The visitors (…) will say they are here to save humanity from itself, that only they
can offer the great hope that humanity cannot provide for itself, that only they can
establish true order and harmony in the world. But this order and this harmony will
be theirs, not yours. And the freedom that they promise will not be yours to enjoy.”
“They do not value diversity in cultures; they certainly do not value it within their
own cultures. Therefore, they will attempt to eradicate it.”
“They recognize that to gain human allegiance, which is their goal, they must
present themselves as capable of assisting and even saving humanity from its own
problems. (…) Yet this all represents deception, for the Collectives actually seek to
increase human conﬂict, to weaken the strongest worldly powers and to gain
allegiance through human failure—allegiance and a reliance upon their presence.”
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The Ummites must have felt as astonished as the twitter follower who noticed the
similarities between the speech of the "Allies" and that of the Ummites, when they had to
answer him like this:
“We are surprised at this message. We support it, but cannot guarantee its source."
24 days later, they publish:
"We have identified the origin of these messages. We can only partially validate
them, and we don't wish to interfere."
Regarding the voices that so impressed Marshall Vian Summers, the Ummites clarify:
"In this case, the transmission was osteophonic through an organometallic maxillary
implant to amplify vibrations."
There seem to be no vicious intentions in the authors:
"In this case, it is neither mental manipulation nor subliminal information infused
from BB.”
Regarding the sincerity of the receiver and the fidelity of the transcripts of his messages:
"Verified until 2/1998. 2 sources.
Information extrapolated / interpreted.
Not validated after 8/1999."
In other words, the contactee seems to have added some elaboration of his own to some
extent.
The intriguing existence of "2 sources" (acting on Summers) has not been clarified by the
Ummites
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DISCLOSURE

Disclosure is understood as the official revelation of the existence of ETs and, in particular,
of the contacts and presumed pacts between them and the military powers. The Ummites
have been asked several times about it, but already @oaxiboo6 put a 'like' on a tweet by
John Podesta (!) with the text: "Finally, my biggest failure in 2014: Once again not securing
the #disclosure of the UFO files".
Subsequently, in response to the question: "What % of the elite / secret take seriously
twitter contact? Attitude change since NR-18,” 10 they replied with this cryptic tweet:

"Social Media contacts are not only from us.
Australia, Brazil and Russia envision more and more seriously a formal disclosure.”
10

http://www.ummo-ciencias.org/Cartas/NR18.html
http://www.ummo-sciences.org/fr/NR-18.htm
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Further information was provided in other tweets:
"If a disclosure had to be made, it would have to be released soon and very
progressively.”
The previous text was accompanied by the following text in an image:
"Unless disclosure is done gradually through dissemination to increasingly wider
circles, it would not be a cure for your problems, but a catalyst that would lead to
chaos. All the basic social and economic problems of today would explode.
This would precipitate the collapse of markets due to a total loss of confidence in the
governments of major nations.
Religious fanatics would find an ideal pretext to indoctrinate new followers against
the infidels who made a pact with satanic creatures.
Even if perhaps downplayed by the hope of a possibly better future, this chaos would
probably be worse than that which will be caused by the impending banking crisis.”
When asked as to how to make a "gradual" disclosure by means of "dissemination to
increasingly wider circles," the Ummites’s answer is as follows:
Main intelligence agencies

Ministry of Defence & Presidency of the major nations

state and territorial officers
press
people
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ADDENDUM

(A) THE ROCKEFELLER CASE

If many followers of @oyagaa_ayuyisaa and @oomo_toa had guesses about the identities of
the members of the 0.1% pathocratic11 elite, the name of David Rockefeller was a safe bet.
Sometimes nothing is what it seems, but at other times everything is exactly what it seems...
The sinister banker seemed to belong to what could be called the club of long-lived
billionaires. Strikingly, a series of extraordinarily rich and powerful individuals who are
widely recognized as psychopaths, criminals against humanity, war criminals, or all this
together, tend to reach ages so provect that one has they feeling that they are never going
to die... In 2016, some media published the news that D. Rockefeller had successfully
undergone his seventh heart transplant, at the age of 99. The news was quickly branded
false and, of course, was never picked up by any "serious" media (MSM). If it were true,
Rockefeller's unprecedented feat would deserve to be included in the annals of medicine…
of the Planet Earth medicine.
Rockefeller died, however, on March 20, 2017, at the tender age of 101. That same day a
tweet was published by @oyagaa_ayuyisaa with the following text:
"Deprived from their rejuvenating cures, a good number of your senescent elite
leaders will cruelly pay their lost bet.
This @oyagaa_ayuyisaa‘s tweete quoted another tweet from Rockefeller's own supposed
(and little used) account, on which he, or someone in his name, had written, on the same
day, March 20, at 10 a.m.: "It was a wonderful 101 years of life. Unfortunately I won't be
here to see my #NewWorldOrder come to fruition. I hope my colleagues ….. continue the
good fight.”
Who provided these "rejuvenation cures"? What was the losing bet? Previously, on
December 17th, 2016,12 this text had appeared in @oyagaa_ayuyisaa's profile, staying there
for a few days:
"Two factions of the Elite are now grappling, one planning the [economic] collapse as
soon as possible, the other for April 2021. This is no more forecast but schedule.”
At this point, it is not superfluous to bring up this exchange with @oyagaa_ayuyisaa:
Question: "What do you think of the current development of international tensions? What
could 'defuse them'?
"Planned to provoke border rivalries between formerly allied nations. Détente ⇒
Renewal of political actors."
Question: "Planned by whom? With what ultimate aim? "

11

pathocracy (n). A system of government created by a small pathological minority that takes control of a society of normal
people (extracted from Andrzej Lobaczewski's "Political Ponerology: a science of the nature of evil adjusted for political
purposes").
12

Barely a month after Donald Trump's victory in the U.S. presidential election.
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"Planned by members of the Council on Foreign Relations and related groups or
commissions. Global governance by the Few".
No one misses the role of Rockefeller in the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) and all sorts
of similar power entities... If we remember the tweet quoted above: " Indirectly, they [the
lobbies] are urged to find an agreement uniting all countries under a same notorious new
world order ", along with: "Your elites erroneously imagine that they will have priority when
it comes to benefiting from the agreements with which their visitors seduce them", and we
assume that some of them have been receiving "prepayments" (perhaps to facilitate their
collaboration), no many more clues are needed.

Finally, we will mention a singular news published in September 2015 in the web collectiveevolution.com. This news must have been so interesting that @oyagaa_ayuyisaa awarded a
'like' to a tweet quoting it one year and a half later, in March 2017. The 2015 headline was
"Why is Hillary Clinton talking to Laurence Rockfeller while holding a book on
extraterrestrials? In the news photo, Hillary Clinton holds in her arm a paperback book of
which only a fragment of the black cover can be seen, upside down, displaying a blurred text
in white letters. It is not possible to read the text in the photo, but the news editor, Arjun
Walia, managed to identify the book without too much difficulty: It is "Are We Alone?", by
the respected quantum physicist and university professor Paul Davies, who reflects on the
ramifications of contact with intelligent aliens.

(B) THE JUNCKER CASE

Unlike Rockefeller, there is no allusion, in the Ummite tweets, to Jean-Claude Juncker, the
president of that opaque, non-elected body known as the European Commission, which
overrules all democratically sovereign nations under its yoke, and governs the destinies of
hundreds of millions of souls from afar... but in the closest proximity to the pinnacle of
global financial and corporate power. Why, then, does the name “Juncker” appear on these
lines? Let's see it. This time we will have to venture alone...
With a pedigree of political aristocrat, more than accredited after a lifetime devoted to
power, the former Luxembourg Finance Minister and former Prime Minister arrives at the
Presidency of the European Union at the end of 2014 to replace the now-employee of
Goldman Sachs, Durao Barroso. In his promotion to the presidency of the European
Comission, little did his record as a facilitator of tax frauds to multinational corporations
matter, nor did the scandal in Luxembourg's intelligence services that cost him the post of
prime minister. In his new position of power and wealth, the unelected Juncker has
distinguished himself by a "Europeism" as passionate as his intense hatred of referendums
is. He deplores, of course, the absurd idea that vulgar citizens can participate in or veto the
political decisions of “the Union”, wisely decided by their (coincident) ruling and banking
25

elites, the latter being formally headed at this time by another employee of Goldman Sachs
named Mario Draghi.
To the delight of youtube regulars, Jean-Claude's ethyl expansions are famous. It is therefore
difficult to know what the condition of the euro-character was when, in his speech to the
European Parliament on 28th June 2016, he assured that extraterrestrials were very
concerned about BREXIT...:

“It should be known that those who observe us from afar are very worried. I met and
heard and listened to several of the leaders from other planets who are very concerned
because they question the path the European Union will engage on. And so, a soothing
is needed for both the Europeans and those who observe us from… farther away.”

The above words were conveniently (and illegally) modified in the official transcript of speech.
In Vino Veritas?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J44uxw7Ml1I
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3. SOURCES

A. All known letters (dating from 1966 to 2014)
 http://ummo-ciencias.org/cartas.htm

(in Spanish

 http://www.ummo-sciences.org/fr/index-cons.htm

)

(in French

+ a few

English translations)

B. Tweets (from four Twitter accounts – 2012 to present)
Indistinctly, in French, English and Spanish
(very rarely in Italian)

 Twitter account @oaxiiboo613
Created in June 2012, closed in July 2015.
13

Spanish phonetic transcription. Initial group of 2 Ummites and 4 Earth collaborators, in charge of the twitter
account. The literary translation of “OAXIIBOAO” was given as “Pulley wheel”.
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 Twitter account @oyagaa_ayuyisaa14
Created in May 2015, name changed to @oyagaaayuyisaa in August 2019.

14

English phonetic transcription. “OYAGAA AYOO YISAA” means “Social network of Planet Earth”.
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 Twitter account @oomo_toa15
Created in May 2015, closed in March 2018.

 Twitter account @oolga_waam16
Created in May 2015, closed in September 2015.

15

English phonetic transcription. “OOMO TOA” might be translated as “History of UMMO”.

16

Spanish phonetic transcription. “OOLGA WAM” might be translated as “Physics of Cosmos”.
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IMPORTANT WARNING

The identifier (username) of a twitter account (@...) is unique, but the name of the account
is not. One or two apocryphal accounts that imitated the design of the original Ummite
twitter accounts – using the same chosen name, same header image, same profile image,
same color scheme, etc. – appeared in the past. As time passed, new false accounts arose.
As of today, quite a few false accounts are active in Twitter. The appearance of the first
apocryphal account led the genuine @oyagaa_ayuyisaa and @oomo_toa accounts to change
their original profile image, which had been, in both cases, one of the 1967 photographs of
the famous San José de Valderas flying saucer. (Recall, by the way, that a profile image
change automatically applies to all tweets previously published in the account.) There have
been other occasional changes in the header image and the color scheme of the
@oyagaa_ayuyisaa and @oomo_toa accounts, as well as the appearance and disappearance
of various descriptions texts in the profiles.
In short, we need to warn of the presence or eventual appearance of false accounts. We
stress that the only validated accounts are @oaxiiboo6, @oolga_waam, @oomo_toa and
@oyagaaayuyisaa (previously named @oyagaa_ayuyisaa, as indicated); the latter is the only
active account at this time.
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1 & 2

NUMBER OF K33NOWN CIVILIZATIONS / UNFRIENDLY CIVILIZATIONS

@ostralopithec 25 nov.
How many planets Ummo people
knows? How many with OEMMII?

@oaxiiboo6 - 1 dec
1581 AYOU-OUBAAYII
74 with OEMMII

@ecija_manuel
De esos 74, cuantos han tenido (o tienen
ahora) OEMMIWOA?
@pepetmurri 6 déc.
Gracias. - De los 74 planetas, con cuantos
mantienen relaciones oficiales?

@oaxiiboo6- 19 dec
De los 74
@ecija_manuel
en 8 o 9 apareció un OEMIIWOA.
@pepetmurri
19 son KAAÏOEMMII (hermanos).
Relaciones con ustedes dependen de
ustedes.

@ostralopithec 10 déc.
@oaxiiboo6
.. et des 74, combien sont sur Terre à
Des 74 + 3 inconnus:
nous étudier / nous aider / nous utiliser ? ㉛ ont accès au voyage galactique
㉓ au moins ont voyagé jusqu'à vous
⑱ fréquemment
③ amoraux
① ≈ hostile.

 3 “HOSTILE” CIVILIZATION

@Rodalqui 9 mai
Esa raza hostil, sigue entre nosotros
interviniendo activamente? Con qué
objeto?

@oyagaa_ayuyisaa 11 mai 2015
Quiere expandir sus colonias hasta
OYAGAA, sin reparo en obligaros a la
sumisión. No lo permitiremos.

@ecija_manuel 11 mai 2015
Creo hablar en nombre de todos, al
transmitirles al pueblo de UMMO un
agradecimiento profundísimo

@oyagaa_ayuyisaa 11 mai 2015
Gracias. No actuamos solos. Otros
OEMMII actúan al unísono en relación con
las mismas normas morales.

@Gardenteapot4
par quel moyens contrecarrerez-vous
leurs plans ?

@oyagaa_ayuyisaa 11 mai 2015
Ostracisme. Édiction de règles strictes.
Actions coercitives en cas d’irrespect.

See also Figure f8.
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 4 INTERVENTIONS AGAINST AGGRESSIVE CIVILIZATIONS

@DENOCLA
③ amorales ① ≈ hostil. por qué
les permiten actuar?
[*]

@oyagaa_ayuyisaa 11 mai 2015
Ellos sí intervienen. Una enorme UEWA [nave]
indeseable fue desmaterializada sobre la
ciudad de Maroua, Camerún, el 30 de mayo de
1988 [**]

*] He refers to this fragment of the letter NR13 (English translation from the French original):
“Thus, there is a race of OEMMII whose technology is beyond our comprehension
and who seem to watch the different planets by probing the OUEWA [ships] that
enter them. We can assert that some OUEWA have been deliberately dematerialized
within your atmosphere by what we have interpreted as an OAWOLEIIDAA [transfer
to another universe or dimensional frame] provoked in some manner exogenous to
those ships and, we suppose, by those OEMMII with advanced technology.”
.
**] The text of the news item reporting the weird “meteorological” phenomenon that
shocked Maroua on that day, can be found in Section 4 de FACTS.
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5 & 6

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN "AMORAL" AND "HOSTILE" CIVILIZATIONS / OBJECTIVES OF
THE AMORAL CIVILIZATIONS

FIGURE f1
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FIGURE f2

From a tweet by @oyagaa_ayuyisaa dated June 17th, 2015 (the red text is
@oyagaa_ayuyisaa’s answer to the question posed, which is written in black):

FIGURE f3
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FIGURE f4

@MJUMBE4 9 dic
From all those civilizations, are we
the most miserable?

@oomo_toa 11 dic.
You are NOT the most miserable. For you are
still FREE to evolve on your own. Traveling
under dominion is not being free.

@ecija_manuel 17 dic.
A grandes rasgos, cual sería el
modelo socio-económico que
proponen?

@oomo_toa 19 dic.
1 - Abundancia = territorios a cambio de
tecnología.
2 - Restricción = servicios por tecnologías.
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FIGURE f5

 7 THE MILITARY-INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX AND THE AMORAL ONES OR... "REPTILIANS"

See the third answer in Figure f1.
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8

THE “GREYS”

FIGURE f6
The drawing on the left appeared, without any further explanation, in a letter dated April
2013 (not disclosed until February 2017). The drawing on the right appeared accompanying a
tweet in December 2015.
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FIGURE f7
Translation to English:
@GillesGameche
Who is the author of the magnificent
drawing of the hostile ET [sic, he
should say 'amoral ET'] that I now
use as an avatar? [He refers to the
drawing on he right of Figure f6].

@oomo_toa Dec 21, 2016
Present from a young brother of yours from
Bremen (7/16/2003).
Drawing intended to represent us.
Archetype strongly implanted in your collective
unconscious.

FIGURE f8
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 9 ESCHATOLOGY OF AMORAL CIVILIZATIONS

@pepetmurri · 12 déc. 2014
Las humanidades amorales u
hostiles, no conocen la existencia de
B, BB, Oembuaw? la perspectiva
neguentrópica de la moral?

@oaxiiboo6

http://www.ummo-ciencias.org/Cartas/GR1-6.html ↓
“Es cierto que DI ha trufado el asunto de metáforas. No ha existido hibridación
cromosómica entre sus líderes y los “reptilianos” (que EXISTEN y nosotros llamamos
de otra forma indicada en pasados informes, en los que ya añadíamos que no
merecen nuestro respeto en modo alguno pues pretenden organizar el futuro de
OYAGAA de manera moralmente repulsiva)”.
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 10 FREEDOM OF ACTION FOR AMORAL CIVILIZATIONS

See the last answer in Figure f1.

 11 ROSWELL?

See http://www.ummo-ciencias.org/Cartas/NR13.html
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 12 EISENHOWER... "AREA 51"? WILLIAM COOPER

‘Like’ of @oomo_toa:

The referred link is:
http://exopolitics.org/archived/Study-Paper-8.htm
(“Eisenhower’s 1954 Meeting With Extraterrestrials: The Fiftieth Anniversary of First
Contact?”)

After the publication of the previous ’like', a follower asked @oomo_toa the following
question:
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@ummo_toa replied by “returning” a modified version of the text submitted:

See also the 3rd answer in Figure f1.
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 13 MEN IN BLACK AND CATTLE MUTILATIONS. 1966

From a tweet by @oyagaa_ayuyisaa published in June 17th, 2015 (the red text is
@oyagaa_ayuyisaa’s answer to the question posed, which is written in black):

See also Figure f3.

FIGURE f9
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 14 CROP CIRCLES, AGREEMENTS AND WARNINGS

http://www.ummo-ciencias.org/Cartas/NR17.html

(http://www.cropcircleconnector.com/anasazi/time2012b.html)

See also the tweet in Figure f4.

@jfd911 28 nov. 2015
Bonjour, merci pour les réponses qui vous seront possibles compte tenu de vos
contraintes

@oyagaa_ayuy
isaa 30 nov
2015
37) Yes.
* We can not
reply any more
to parallel
unconnected
questions
inside a single
thread. Please
itemize your
concerns.
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@Ummo_Sciences 31 déc. 2015
(… [otro asunto] …)
How to avoid a pact signed in our name?

@oomo_toa 31 déc. 2015
CHARTER OF THE UNITED NATIONS. CHAPTER 1.
ARTICLE 1§2. Invoke: threat to self-determination.
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 15 ADVERSE CONSEQUENCES FOR AMORAL/HOSTILE RACES

@oaxiiboo6’s tweet #111

(@oaxiiboo6 – Tweet #132)
47
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 16 DAVID ICKE, PAUL HELLYER, AND MARSHALL VIAN SUMMERS

David Icke:

http://www.ummo-ciencias.org/Cartas/GR1-2.html
http://www.ummo-ciencias.org/Cartas/GR1-6.html
http://www.ummo-ciencias.org/Cartas/GR1-8.html
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Paul Hellyer:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xv8XB3qE8JM
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Marshall Vian Summers:

(Note: The Allies of Humanity web: https://alliesofhumanity.org/home/)
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 17 DISCLOSURE

@oaxiiboo6’s ‘like’
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 ADDENDUM (THE ROCKEFELLER CASE)

56
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@oyagaa_ayuyisaa’s ’like’
«Why Is Hillary Clinton Talking To Laurence Rockefeller & Holding A Book About
Extraterrestrials?»
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